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a b s t r a c t 

We implemented five easy-to-complete questionnaires in Excel, which could serve as early warning sig- 

nals for practitioners interested in the odds of their IT-outsourcing deals and could serve to redirect 

their course when still possible. The questionnaires are based on our earlier published longitudinal, ob- 

servational study on 30 representative ITO-deals in the Netherlands, of which we know whether they 

failed or not. Our questionnaires predicted their outcome correctly. To help redirect the course of a du- 

bious deal, we developed a questionnaire estimating the odds in relation to boosting strongly significant 

critical success determinants. Another questionnaire guides practitioners how to further improve on less 

critical factors. There are no specific reasons that limit our results to the Dutch situation, which makes it 

promising, therefore, to apply the Excel as an aid in improving ITO deals in other contexts. 

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In 2016 we published an article in Science of Computer

rogramming which dealt with the research findings from a lon-

itudinal study on IT-outsourcing (ITO) deals in the Netherlands

 Delen et al., 2016 ). About 60 organisations participated: clients

also called outsourcers), suppliers (also called vendors) and inter-

ediaries (also called sourcing consultants). The research sample

s a representative cross-section for 700 IT-outsourcing deals in the

etherlands. Representativeness was statistically proved through

alidations that the sample reflected the Dutch economic sectors,

he duration of the deals and the type of outsourced work of

he total Dutch ITO-deal population reasonably well. For more

etails, see Delen et al. (2016) . This is a very important result, for

t implies that findings of the sample generalize to the entire pop-

lation. So our Excel-tool can be used for the entire population.

ot everybody will immediately realize what this actually means,

o we shall elaborate on this fundamental statistical rule below. 

When statistical tests are used we usually accept a 5% chance

hat although the null hypothesis is true we still reject it. The

robability of making that (type I) error is often called α. Vice

ersa when the null is false and we fail to reject it, this is called a

ype II error, and the probability for such errors is often called β
nd we usually accept a 20% chance of making a type II error. So
∗ Corresponding author. 
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he probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is false

s 1 − β (i.e. 80%), which is called the power of the test. Only

f a sample is large enough for the effects we want to detect

ill you have enough power. In the longitudinal study we carried

ut all the required power tests. This implies that the results of

ur sample generalize to the entire population. This type of re-

earch is, to the best of our knowledge, not very common in our

eld. 

Since the 1960s power analysis has been an established field

 Cohen, 1988 ), but in our field applications are not yet manifold.

s the founder of power analysis stated in the second edition of

is seminal book: “it is clear that power analysis has not had

he impact on behavioral research that I (and other right-thinking

ethodologists) had expected. But we are convinced that it is just

 matter of time.”

Cohen wrote these words in 1988, and in medical science

ower analysis is at present more the norm than in our field.

hen we test the effectiveness of a medicine on a representative

ample and the tests have sufficient power, this is a prominent rea-

on to release a medicine onto the market for the entire popula-

ion. New testing on new cases is not necessary. Of course, this

s not 100% foolproof but these days it is rare to have drugs ad-

itted that have severe adverse effects such as Softenon had in

he 1950s when clinical trials weren’t as complete ( Kelsey, 1965 ).

ikewise, if you have a representative sample of 30 cases and the

ffects you want to detect indeed have been detected through suf-

ciently powerful tests, further testing on more (new) cases is not

ecessary. Then the detected effects apply to the entire population.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2019.06.074
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jss.2019.06.074&domain=pdf
mailto:x@cs.vu.nl
mailto:s.f.m.vanvlijmen@uva.nl
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2019.06.074
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Table 1 

Overview of the predictive power of all factors tested in our study. Legend: positive = positive influence of the factor on the success; negative = 

negative influence of the factor on the success; not found = very weak or no noticeable effect found in our study, weak positive = weak effect but not 

quantifiable in terms of an improved success-chance. 

Type Description Effect on success 

controllable Working according to the transition plan positive 

controllable Managing the business case for outsourcing weak positive 

controllable Managing the business case of the service supplier not found 

controllable Transfer of staff weak positive 

controllable Transfer of assets weak positive 

controllable Demand management very positive 

controllable Retention of expertise not found 

controllable Communication inside client organisation not found 

controllable Communication inside supplier organisation very positive 

rigid The motive of the outsourcer to engage in an IT-outsourcing deal not found 

rigid Long-term motives of the service provider to engage in an IT-outsourcing deal positive 

rigid Short-term motives of the service provider to engage in an IT-outsourcing deal negative 

rigid The match of the organisation cultures of the service provider and his client not found 

rigid The type of outsourced work not found 

rigid The capability of the service provider to put himself in the position of his client (vendor’s empathy capability) positive 

rigid Hiring intermediary support negative 
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So we do not need extra cases or more research to validate our re-

sults: this validation was part of the research design. 

The thirty representative deals chosen amounted to a total cost

of over 100 million euros, they had a combined contract-span be-

tween 1998–2016, and there were eight intermediate contracts.

In total 28 thousand data points were collected through 5 ques-

tionnaires (516 questions in total) and statistically analyzed with

both exploratory data analyses and more classic hypothesis-driven

statistics. We measured a 40% failure rate for these representative

engagements. Because of the representativeness of the sample the

ITO failure rate of the entire population of ITO deals in the Nether-

lands at that time can be estimated at 40% as well. The study can

be characterized as an observational study . The main objective was

to gain an insight into what factors make ITO deals a success or

a failure in the perception of the partners involved, the outsourcer

and his service provider(s). 

We reported extensively how observations on the 30 ongoing

IT outsourcing cases were recorded during 4 years of observa-

tion ( Delen et al., 2016 ). Most cases were in progress and had not

yet expired during and after the observation period. So their ac-

tual outcome was not known, but for determining a success fac-

tor we needed an indication whether they would become a suc-

cess or not in the first place. We therefore designed question-

naires to measure outcome perception en route. We measured

outcome perception more than once during the observational pe-

riod for both outsourcers and service providers. To be on the

safe side, we postponed publication of our observational study

until 25 cases had been finalized and their actual outcome was

known. It turned out that our success-perception model predicted

the actual outcome of success or failure 100% accurately. After

publication, it occurred to us that such a questionnaire—once ro-

bustly developed—could be a useful tool to quickly provide prac-

titioners with a valuable insight into how a deal in progress is

doing. 

The investigated success determinants. In the ITO literature a large

number of potential success determinants shows up, but, to the

best of our knowledge, of none of them the power to discriminate

between successful deals and failures has been tested through a

longitudinal study in which practitioners and academic researchers

cooperated in a large research effort. We distinguished between in-

fluenceable (controllable) success determinants and success deter-

minants that are a given fact (rigid) at the start of an ITO-deal and

cannot (or hardly) be changed en route. We defined a controllable

success factor as a factor that can be changed by the outsourc-
ng company and/or its service provider during the service delivery

hase in order to reduce the chance of failure. Factors that can-

ot be changed en route are called rigid factors. After much debate

ith the companies participating in the study, it was decided to fo-

us on 15 factors that, later on, we split into nine controllable and

ix rigid factors. The selection was a mix of factors discussed in lit-

rature studies, input from the participating organisations, and our

wn very extensive industrial experience with outsourcing deals

nd their failure and success. Our first author, for instance, worked

or many years as an IT-sourcing consultant. For more details, see

ur observational study ( Delen et al., 2016 ). 

In Table 1 we recall an overview of all the success determinants

e tested. This table displays the nature of the factors (control-

able or rigid), the investigated factors themselves and their sig-

ificance, if any, to the outcome of a deal. In our observational

tudy we detected three influenceable (controllable) success deter-

inants that can make or break an ITO-deal and three others of

hich a weak effect on the outcome of the deal could be proved.

hree controllable factors were not at all significant. Of the rigid

actors three turned out to be significant and three were not at all

ignificant. For instance, The motive of the outsourcer to engage in

n IT-outsourcing deal is a rigid factor: this motive does not change

asily. It turned out that whatever the motive (cheaper, better ser-

ice, cash, etc), the deal-outcome was independent of it. So not

ne particular (type of) motive of the outsourcer did stand out as

 successful or failing motive. We will not discuss the insignificant

actors at length since they are not going to help in improving the

eal-outcome. For more information on insignificant factors, read-

rs are referred to our observational study ( Delen et al., 2016 ). 

The significant factors in Table 1 are defined in our Excel.

er factor we have specific questions, and their answers are on

 (numerical) Likert-scale. From the numerical data, an algo-

ithm is used to give an outcome. All questions and calculations

re implemented in the accompanying Excel ( Delen et al., 2017 ).

or instance, Demand Management is about managing the service

rovider taking over the outsourced IT functions. Although all

inds of different meanings can be attached to Demand manage-

ent , in our case it is defined via questions scored on a Likert-

cale and an algorithm giving an end-score between 0–100, the

igher the score the better the performance of the factor. The score

f Demand Management is based on thirteen questions about de-

and management. Six questions for the outsourcer and seven

or the service provider. For all the other significant factors the

ame holds: they are defined similarly in the accompanying Excel

 Delen et al., 2017 ). 
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hree significant influenceable success determinants. In total we

ested nine potential influenceable/controllable success determi-

ants (see Table 1 ). For three of them a strong power to discrim-

nate between successful cases and cases that failed was found.

hey are: 

• Working according to the transition plan; 
• Demand management; 
• Communication inside supplier organization (i.e., not between

clients and suppliers). 

The finding that these three particular controllable success de-

erminants can make or break a deal is of both theoretical and

ractical interest. It allows outsourcers and service providers to fo-

us on improving the performance of these three success determi-

ants. Because of this, the joint effort s to increase the chance of

uccess can be reduced to a minimum. 

hree significant rigid success determinants. In our observational

tudy we also detected three significant factors that are a given

act at the start of an ITO-deal and which lower or enlarge the

hance of a successful outcome of the deal (see Table 1 ). We will

xplain them below: 

• The motive of the supplier to close the deal: success chances

are increased in case of strategic motives (increasing brand

awareness, increasing market share, etc.) that will pay off in

the long run, and decreased in case of non-strategic (financial)

motives that mostly pay off in the short run and can easily be

monetized. Of course, you can have more than one motive, and

in our Excel we measure the dominant motive with a domi-

nance metric, based on answers to questions. 
• The empathy capability of the supplier (the capability to place

himself in the position of his client). More empathy increases

the chance of success and low empathy decreases the chance

of success. This, too, was implemented with questions for both

parties as well as by measuring the distance of the answers be-

tween the two parties. 
• Hiring a sourcing consultant (intermediary) or not. Intermedi-

aries turned out to be counterproductive: not hiring them in-

creased success chances. 

The first two factors are defined in the accompanying Excel

 Delen et al., 2017 ) as discussed earlier. The third is trivial to mea-

ure: either you have or you have not hired an intermediary. These

ritical rigid factors are a firm warning signal for the outsourcer

efore closing ITO deals. 

It might be expected that suppliers want to conclude long-

erm contracts and customers short ones. But in our observational

tudy we did not find that suppliers usually favor long-term con-

racts and clients short ones. For instance, if an outsourcer has

pted for IT-outsourcing in order to be able to focus more on his

ore business processes, he will aim at concluding a long-term

ontract rather than a short one. Suppliers, too, will not always

trive for long-term contracts. For reasons of risk diversification

r short-term profit, suppliers may opt to conclude more short-

erm contracts with different clients, as dependency on one client

e.g. high asset specificity) may be too risky for them. All in all,

e aware of a larger chance of failure if the dominant motive of

he service provider to close the deal is short-term financial in-

tead of long-term strategic and/or his empathy capability is as-

essed as low. Also the service provider should appreciate the fact

hat short-term financial motives exert pressure on the cooperative

uccess. 

Finally, in half of the cases a consultant was involved in the de-

ision phase of the outsourcing process to support outsourcers in

egotiating the best deal with their vendors ( Delen et al., 2016 ).
he observational study has proved that it is a bad idea to out-

ource outsourcing. Hiring sourcing consultants (intermediaries)

urned out to be counterproductive: it lowered the chance of suc-

ess. 

ractical implications. We published the fundamentals of the ob-

ervational study for an academic audience, statistics included

 Delen et al., 2016 ). Although the findings are challenging and on

ccasion surprising, the article did not focus on practical applica-

ions of the results. The observational study does, however, enable

he development of suitable measurement and prediction tools, so

hat practitioners can measure outcome perception themselves and

edirect the course of the deal if necessary. For this article we jus-

ified and developed these tools, and implemented them in an ac-

ompanying Excel. For instance, the likely outcome of an ITO-deal

n progress can be predicted using our Excel. It contains a readme

or all the developed and discussed tools in this article. 

Of course, learning what makes or breaks a deal excluded inter-

ening during the observation period, so in our previous research

e did not intervene, just observe. The focus of this article is the

pposite: we provide tools to measure and, if necessary, intervene

nd redirect the course of a deal in case there is a serious chance

f its derailing. 

Although being aware of the three particular success determi-

ants for improvement is already of value to the practitioner, just

nowing about them through our earlier study does not suffice. We

ust be able to measure these discriminants as well as the impact

f an intervention on the performance of these critical risk drivers.

he only way to gain the desired insight is to measure the per-

ormance before and after intervention. So, for the present article

e developed questionnaires for precisely this purpose, using the

esults of our observational study. Practitioners will now be able

o easily calculate how much the chance of a successful deal has

ncreased as a consequence of their interventions. Just to be sure,

he measurements might be repeated after some time. 

It may not be obvious how to measure the empathy capability

f the service provider. Nor may it be simple to determine what

he main motive was of the service provider to close an ITO deal.

n the present article we provide practitioners with tools that they

an use to accomplish this. To keep things simple we hid all calcu-

ations in the background of the Excel: all the user is requested to

o is answer a number of questions by ticking the listed options,

nd the outcome is presented. 

In this article we provide a set of tools that practitioners may

se to further improve their insights into the success chances of

TO-deals. All the relevant measurement tools are implemented

n a ready-to-use Excel spreadsheet that accompanies this article.

ach tool consists of a small subset of the 516 different questions

sed to collect the 28 thousand data points. We required only 12%

f the 516 questions to develop the Excel. We must point out once

gain that this tooling was not present in the observational study,

n which we analysed the vast amount of data using statistical

andwork. The Excel helps in predicting the outcome of a deal in

rogress and in intervening in it if necessary. 

It is advisable to add some observations to the tool. The tool

as been developed to enable practitioners to profit from the re-

ults of the observational study we carried out. Think of the tool

s a ready-to-use risk analysis tool. We used IT-qualified interview-

rs to complete our much more extensive lists of questions. When

ecessary, the interviewers clarified the objectives of the questions

o the persons being interviewed. We suggest that the role of in-

ermediaries should be reshaped by the use of our tool in order to

elp both parties improve on their cooperative success. After all,

his is the main reason why you would want to hire an intermedi-

ry. And, of course, intermediaries are usually very knowledgeable

bout the questions in our Excel-tool. 
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In this article we also unveil characteristic patterns in the be-

havior of outsourcers and service providers in cases of success or

failure. For example, outsourcers are inclined to be significantly

more negative than suppliers in cases of failure, whereas in suc-

cessful cases clients are significantly more positive than suppliers.

All this is of significant value to anyone interested in putting into

practice the findings published in the observational study. Also,

the timing of the interviews with the outsourcer and the service

provider is an issue of great practical relevance. Two rounds of in-

terviews took place and a significant difference between the first

and second round of answers was detected and reported on in this

article. This issue and many more issues for practical usage were

neither the objective nor did they fall within the scope of the ob-

servational study described in our earlier publication ( Delen et al.,

2016 ), but are clearly of great interest to practitioners who want to

put into practice the findings published in that article. 

To sum up, the focus of the present article is on the develop-

ment of tools for practical use based on our findings published in

our observational study. In this article we also focus on the anal-

ysis of typical answer patterns for further guidance so that practi-

tioners know what type of answers to expect. Many years of ob-

serving deals heave lead to results that can now help in lowering

their failure chances. If we had to use statistics to justify our argu-

ments, we offered them separately whenever possible, so that the

practical nature of this article will not get overshadowed. 

2. What is ITO success anyway 

There is no sense in discussing success and failure determinants

when the notion of success has not been properly defined. For ex-

ample, Standish’s Chaos reports are often referenced for their suc-

cess rates and determinants despite the fact that these rates have

turned out to be meaningless ( Eveleens and Verhoef, 2010 ). We

will briefly explain: when Standish’s (plan accuracy) definitions of

successful and challenged projects were used, good projects of a

best-in-class company were rated unsuccessful. A different com-

pany with disastrous plan accuracy was rated highly successful

according to their definitions. The Standish determinants are pre-

sumably inferred from their meaningless numbers, so the success-

factors for the first company were taken as failure-factors and

the failure-factors for the second company interpreted as success-

factors. It is not a good idea to use success determinants which

potentially have opposite effects. 

Similar work by others suffers from the same problems as Stan-

dish’s work: although many researchers recognize the presence of

subjective components in forecasting important IT-related Key Per-

formance Indicators, no one has incorporated bias into compar-

isons between (initial) forecasts and actuals ( Eveleens and Ver-

hoef, 2009 ). Such comparisons are often part of their definitions of

success, although bias can dangerously influence research results,

up to the level of utter nonsense as Standish shows. 

Bapna et al. (2010) defined the success of an IT-outsourcing deal

as a contract that is extended or expanded, and failure as a con-

tract that is renegotiated or cancelled. But this is still not the en-

tire story: you can rescue a derailing deal by renegotiating it, like

in cases of winner’s curse. Also, failure does not always mean can-

cellation. In one of our cases we predicted failure, and it did turn

out to be an outright failure, and yet it had not been cancelled

due to denial on the part of the client. Parts of the system were

put into production (to save faces). Or suppose that the client is

locked-in; swapping the supplier or backsourcing would only be

possible at great expense and/or much loss of time. In this context

a continuation would mean success according to the definition of

Bapna et al. (2010) , which is not in line with reality. Our defini-

tion does take such situations into account: if one of the parties
erceives the deal as a failure the deal is considered a failure. In

ur Excel the decision rule takes the minimal value of the success-

erception score of the outsourcer and that of the supplier. 

Barthélemy (2003) asked managers who were responsible for

n outsourcing deal to rate their satisfaction on a five-point Lik-

rt scale, and partitioned success as very/totally satisfied and as

ailure otherwise. However, the suppliers’ relevant opinion was not

aken into account. Limiting ourselves to asking the management’s

erception only of the outsourcer’s organisation will lead to a one-

ided view as is illustrated by the examples we just mentioned. 

The approach we adopted measures the outcome perception of

oth parties involved ( Delen et al., 2016 ), rather than invent some

uantitative measure of success based on plan accuracy or some-

hing of that sort. Our approach is in line with Barthélemy and

ther literature that favors the perception measurement approach,

ith the proviso that the outcome perception of both parties in-

olved is measured and avoids the pitfalls of a one-sided view. 

. Outcome prediction 

We designed two perception-based questionnaires to predict

he outcome for an ongoing deal, one for outsourcers (10 ques-

ions) and one for suppliers (9 questions). We used intuitive state-

ents ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree on a clas-

ical 5-point Likert scale, which provides six answer options of

hich only one can be selected: strongly disagree, disagree, neu-

ral, agree, strongly agree, or not applicable (encoded 0, 25, 50, 75,

00, NA). We implemented the perception-based questionnaires in

 simple-to-complete Excel ( Delen et al., 2017 ). Below we provide

 few questions to give the reader an idea. 

ome questions for clients. 

• I trust my supplier 
• I am satisfied with the financial results of the sourcing 
• We receive the services as agreed upon in the current contract

and/or SLA 

• I am satisfied with the quality of the service 

ome questions for suppliers. 

• I trust my customer 
• I am satisfied with the results of the sourcing 
• I am satisfied with the quality of the demand management of

the outsourcer 

Remember that possible answers are ranging from strongly dis-

gree to strongly agree. We designed the questions with a partic-

lar goal in mind and validated their consistency by computing

he Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient ( Delen et al., 2016 ), which

urned out to be high enough ( Gliem and Gliem, 2003 ) to trust the

onsistency. 

Our model predicts a failure if the minimum of both scores

clients and suppliers) is below 50, and a success if otherwise. So,

o predict the outcome of a deal the minimum of both scores is

aken, and not the average. Suppliers might be tempted to deem

his decision rule unfair when confronted with a failure prediction

f the client’s score is too low for success but theirs is not. The

inimum value corrects for potentially overly optimistic answers

y suppliers in cases of failure and by clients in cases of success.

e predicted 12 failures and 18 successes, so a failure rate of 40%

n the Netherlands since the sample is representative ( Delen et al.,

016 ). Table 2 summarizes the scores for our 30 cases: its identi-

er, both calculated scores, the predicted outcome, and the actual

tatus at the time of writing this article. Note that the calculated

cores are not simple averages of answers to multiple questions.
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Table 2 

Empirically found client and supplier scores, predicted outcomes and present status of the deals. 

Case Supplier Client Prediction Outcome Case Supplier Client Prediction Outcome 

2145 75.00 80.99 success success 2161 38.89 32.14 failure failure 

2146 63.89 40.44 failure unknown 2162 83.33 80.97 success success 

2147 4 4.4 4 67.45 failure failure 2163 61.11 6 8.6 8 success success 

2149 55.56 66.29 success success 2164 72.22 42.55 failure failure 

2150 66.67 76.49 success success 2165 69.44 70.60 success success 

2151 69.44 78.35 success success 2166 61.11 69.23 success success 

2152 69.44 71.61 success success 2167 69.44 63.10 success success 

2153 72.22 49.26 failure failure 2168 55.56 54.69 success success 

2154 77.78 65.48 success unknown 2169 50.00 40.36 failure failure 

2155 46.43 79.09 failure failure 2170 66.67 35.71 failure failure 

2156 65.62 75.74 success unknown 2172 52.78 38.10 failure failure 

2157 66.67 56.25 success success 2200 53.57 23.74 failure unknown 

2158 22.22 26.93 failure failure 2201 52.78 66.22 success success 

2159 55.56 29.84 failure failure 2203 72.22 96.88 success success 

2160 55.56 59.90 success success 2204 61.11 66.15 success unknown 
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elated questions are averaged, and these averages are in turn also

veraged. The exact algorithms can be fully appreciated by inspect-

ng the hidden calculations in the accompanying Excel ( Delen et al.,

017 ). 

Knowing whether a prediction model predicts actual outcomes,

eans following the IT-outsourcing deals until their actual out-

ome is known, which can take long. Our research started in the

990s. This led to an elaborate research program with about 60

arefully selected industrial partners and a research grant of

.5 million euro in 2006. The 30-deal contract-span started in 1998

nd ended in 2016, with eight deals without due-date but with a

easonable notice period. The status in 2016 was that we knew the

ctual outcomes of the 25 deals, and that our model had predicted

hem all correctly (10 cases of failures, 15 cases of success, which

eans an actual failure rate of 40% as well). For three cases the

eal ended before the final interviews. They were predicted cor-

ectly (but obviously post-hoc). 
Fig. 1. Perception difference
We implemented our two success-perception questionnaires in

xcel, which in total contained 19 questions, 10 for the client and 9

or the supplier ( Delen et al., 2017 ). One of the questions for the

utsourcer is about the quality of the service of the supplier. In

ase clients need extra guidance on how to determine this, we pro-

ided 14 sub-questions and used their average as outcome. 

haracteristic patterns. When using our two perception-based

uestionnaires, practitioners may expect to find different opinions

etween parties. In Fig. 1 we depict the difference between the

cores of client and supplier perception on the vertical axis, and

heir minimum on the horizontal axis. The minimum is of course

he outcome prediction. The vertical red line at 50 separates be-

ween (predicted) success and failure: if the minimum of both

cores is below 50 we call it a failure, and otherwise a success.

he horizontal red line at zero shows who is more negative; the

lient or the supplier. Two patterns become visible: in cases of
 depends on outcome. 
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Fig. 2. Relative success-perception scores for suppliers and clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Descriptive statistics answers by suppliers. 

Question Min 1st qu. Median 3rd qu. Max 

1 25 75 75 100 100 

2 25 50 75 100 100 

3 25 50 75 100 100 

4 25 75 75 87.5 100 

5 25 75 75 75 100 

6 0 25 25 50 75 

7 25 50 50 75 100 

8 25 50 50 50 75 

9 0 50 50 50 75 

all 0 50 75 75 100 

a  

b  

(  

u  

O  

a  

a  

o  

s  
failure clients are significantly more negative than suppliers, and

in successful cases clients are significantly more positive than sup-

pliers. 1 A reasonable explanation for these effects may be that in

the case of predicted failure, clients perceive they are paying for

potentially nothing, whereas their suppliers are still earning and

don’t perceive any problems. In the case of predicted success the

supplier needs to work harder, and may be earning less: no pain

no gain as the saying goes. That is why asking the perception of

the outsourcer organisation only as in ( Barthélemy, 2003 ), leads to

a misleading view. 

How much both parties differ in perception is split into the

five possible answer-categories. Fig. 2 aggregates almost a thou-

sand success-perception questionnaire answers given by both sup-

pliers and clients during our observational study. As can be seen

in the figure, suppliers answered strongly disagree in only 2.3% of

the cases, whereas clients answered strongly disagree twice as of-

ten (factor 0.42). This reverses for the two most positive answers,

e.g., suppliers answer strongly agree a factor 2.7 more often than

clients. Suppliers are overall more positive than clients: in cases

of negative scores clients are much more negative and in positive

cases suppliers are much more positive. 

Although suppliers are more positive than clients, this does not

imply that they always answer on median higher than 50. There is
1 We tested this with a paired t - and Mann-Whitney test, because of a bor- 

derline p -value for normality in one case near α = 0 . 05 . For the four partitions 

of clients/suppliers and failing/succeeding projects, the Shapiro-Wilk test for nor- 

mality provides p -values: 0.0592, 0.643, 0.397 and 0.635. Client scores for failing 

projects are just above α. By taking 0.05, all partitions are normally distributed, but 

at α = 0 . 1 one partition is not, so we can use the Mann-Whitney test that does 

not assume normality as the t -test does. Pooling all data both effects cancel each 

other out using t - and Mann-Whitney tests respectively: p = 0 . 562 , 0 . 715 . Restricted 

to cases of failure, the one-sided t -test is p = 0 . 049 . Given that the normality check 

for this case is just above α, we carried out a Mann-Whitney test too, which is sig- 

nificant at 0.1 (p = 0 . 065) . So, accepting at 0.05, the t -test confirms our hypotheses, 

and at 0.1, the Mann-Whitney test supports the hypotheses. For the success cases 

the significance is below α either way: p = 0 . 025 , 0 . 033 . 

m  

i  

c  

i

P  

d  

b  

e  

a  

a  

d  

N  
n exception. Table 3 splits supplier answers per question. The ab-

reviations stand for the lowest value (minimum), the lowest 25%

first quartile), 50% of the data (cut in half, hence median), then

p to 75% (third quartile) and up to the highest value (maximum).

n median all answers score at least 50: neutral, agree or strongly

gree—except for one at 25, which means suppliers on median dis-

gree with the following statement: I am satisfied with the quality

f the demand management of the outsourcer. The overall median

core is 75 (agree) so disagree is a very low median score. Demand

anagement had already been found to be a strongly discriminat-

ng factor between failure and success, and now the supplier’s per-

eption adds to the finding that there are ample opportunities for

mprovement on the client-side. 

ractical guidelines. Decision makers will naturally react to pre-

icted failure by assuming that the solution lies in regaining trust

etween clients and suppliers. A good conversation will suppos-

dly clear the air and working on the ITO-deal can be resumed

s before. This is neither a solution nor very helpful. This is just

 case of the deaf effect ( Robey and Keil, 2001 ): the failure of

ecision makers to act properly on very clear risk warnings. See

uijten et al. (2016) for better understanding of this effect and how
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o deal with it. What should be done is improvement of significant

uccess factors. We shall discuss them next. 

. Intervention 

A negative outcome-prediction en route does not mean in-

vitable failure at the end. Boosting controllable significant factors

ncreases the odds. Of course, this is easier said than done. How

ood is the deal now, and how much it must be improved is dis-

ussed below. 

.1. Boosting controllable significant factors 

We inferred a logistic model predicting the success-chance for

hich the same three controllable factors turned out to be sig-

ificant as in the success-perception questionnaire (not a surprise

rom a statistical viewpoint). The model calculates how much each

actor contributes to the success of a deal. The success-chance

uestionnaire is implemented in our Excel ( Delen et al., 2017 ). We

id the mathematics from the user whom we simply will ask to

nswer all the questions by ticking one of the given possibilities,

nd the success-chance will be calculated in the background and

ubsequently presented. We recall the logistic formula below for

xplanatory reasons ( Delen et al., 2016 ). 

n 

(
p 

1 − p 

)
= −36 . 7664 + 0 . 06806 W + 0 . 22886 D + 0 . 22926 C

(13 . 953) (0 . 050) (0 . 101) (0 . 102) 

Here, p is the success-chance (ln is the natural logarithm). In

otal, 26 answers score the three factors: working according to plan

 W ), demand management ( D ), and communication inside the sup-

lier organisation ( C ). The standard errors of the estimated regres-

ion coefficients are in brackets. They are not small, so the out-

ome is a signal and not the absolute truth as could be used in a
Fig. 3. Impression of the model (see www.cs.vu.nl/ ∼x/pred/pred
ourt case. We have not implemented error margins in Excel for

implicity’s sake. The coefficients show that the first factor has the

east impact: so a full focus on working according to plan is not

he best strategy. The latter two factors play the most important

ole in contributing to success upon improvement. 

To give you an idea of outcomes, we provide in Fig. 3 the

uccess-chance p for W = 80 and varying D and C (all between 0–

00). All the possible demand management scores are displayed

orizontally, the scores for the internal communication in the

upplier-organisation are on the depth axis, and the chance of suc-

ess, denoted by p (between 0–1), on the vertical axis. The surface

f Fig. 3 is mainly red, which means a low success-chance. The

rey surface is relatively small and means high success-chances. A

ow score on demand management lowers success-chances consid-

rably, which might explain a lot of the high failure rate of 40%

hat we measured. At the heart of proper demand management lie

trong requirements engineering and, of course, streamlining user

equests and client projects. 

We advise improvement upon all three critical success deter-

inants to the higher ranges. As our research suggests, it will pay

ff. Leading predicted failure out of the danger zone requires sig-

ificant effort: it needs improvements on both the client-side and

upplier-side, as well as a plan how to cooperate. It is not merely

 matter of regaining trust between parties. 

Table 4 shows what scores to expect per question based on 780

nswers where sometimes averages were taken from multiple an-

wers to the same question by different persons in different roles,

or we know that they can rank differently ( van Genuchten, 1991 ).

oth outsourcers and suppliers answer on median around 75

agree) to almost all questions. One exception is formed by their

nswer to the question: 

• The SLA has been adjusted appropriately to the changing busi-

ness needs. 
.mp4 for an animation where W also varies from 0–100). 

http://www.cs.vu.nl/~x/pred/pred.mp4
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Table 4 

Descriptive statistics of success-chance scores per question (qu. = quartile, #obs 

= number of observations). 

Question Who Min 1st qu. Median 3rd qu. Max #obs 

w1 out 25 75 75 75 100 66 

w2 out 25 75 75 75 100 61 

w3 out 25 75 75 75 100 61 

w4 sup 0 68.75 75 91.67 100 62 

w5 sup 25 50 75 87.5 100 63 

w6 sup 50 75 75 83.33 100 57 

w7 sup 50 71.875 75 82.29 100 57 

w8 sup 50 62.5 75 87.5 100 54 

d1 out 25 70 75 91.67 100 50 

d2 out 12.5 75 75 85 100 50 

d3 out 25 68.75 75 83.33 100 50 

d4 out 41.67 75 75 75 100 51 

d5 out 41.67 50 75 75 100 50 

d6 out 0 25 37.5 75 100 54 

d7 sup 25 66.67 75 81.25 100 50 

d8 sup 0 58.33 75 79.17 100 50 

d9 sup 0 75 75 87.5 100 50 

d10 sup 33.33 59.375 75 82.735 100 52 

d11 sup 33.33 57.29 75 82.29 100 52 

d12 sup 25 25 50 75 100 53 

d13 sup 25 75 75 75 100 50 

c1 sup 60 75 75 91.67 100 50 

c2 sup 0 50 75 75 100 51 

c3 sup 41.67 75 75 87.5 100 50 

c4 sup 33.33 54.17 71.875 83.33 100 50 

c5 sup 50 75 81.25 90.625 100 52 
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Clients answer this question on median with 37.5 (question d6

in the Excel) and suppliers answer this question on median with

50 (question d12 in the Excel). Again, this is a strong signal that

demand management is problematic. Adjusting agreements is an

essential part of contract management, which in turn is part of

demand management. Apparently, once made, agreements are not

updated when necessary. The other questions on demand manage-

ment are rated more positively by both parties. In the success-

perception questionnaire satisfaction with demand management

has been rated, and the outcome is a low score on median. In

the success-chance questionnaire not satisfaction, but how demand

management is implemented is rated through questions like: are

agreements routed via demand management, is there any super-

vision, are the SLAs SMART, are requests sufficiently detailed with

respect to functionality and quality. So most of it is in place, but

overall satisfaction is low. 

4.2. Boosting controllable weak factors 

Six of the nine regression coefficients in the logistic model un-

derlying the success-chance questionnaire did not appear signif-

icantly different from zero (see Table 1 ). However, for three of

the non-significant determinants a weak (one-sided) positive ef-

fect was measured. 2 This indicates some non-negligible power to

discriminate between cases of success and cases of failure in our

observational study. 

The first factor is managing the business case for outsourcers

(that is to say not for suppliers), which is often assumed to be vi-

tal for success. Although it was not found to be vital for success,

it was not found to be irrelevant either. The second factor is the

transfer of staff, and the third factor is the transfer of assets. As

for the latter two factors, we assume that it will help to handle

them with care, although they are but secondary issues. It is not

unreasonable to assume that these factors positively influence the

success-chances: high scores are better than low scores. However,
2 No two-sided effects, but for the one-sided Mann-Whitney tests p -values be- 

tween 0.07 and 0.08 were found, which is significant at the 0.1 significance level. 

t  

f  

t  

l  
e just cannot tell how much better, as they are not significant in

he logistic formula we illustrated earlier. In the Excel ( Delen et al.,

017 ) we implemented a questionnaire that scores those three fac-

ors. 

ractical guidelines. Besides the success-perception questionnaire,

e advise that you also complete the questionnaire that estimates

he chance of success of the deal. It provides an insight into how

he ITO-deal scores on the three significant factors. According to

ur data, the three weakly positive factors do not make or break

 deal, but our advice is to improve on these as well, particularly

n the case of low scores, so as to further improve on a successful

eal. This should be done for example when the other three much

tronger factors have significantly been improved upon. When

 repeated success-perception questionnaire and success-chance

uestionnaire show sufficient improvements on the main factors,

hen it is time to also improve on low scoring weakly positive

nes. 

Do not forget to pay attention to answers in the low regions,

or they are strong early-warning signals. Our advice is to delve

eeper and search for root causes. We shall give two examples. 

xample 1. Suppose the client did not select the most appropriate

ype of contract. Then it is highly likely that the client or supplier

r both will score in the low range on the question: 

• The SLA has been adjusted appropriately to the changing busi-

ness needs. 

It may well be that agreements once made cannot be updated

hen necessary because the wrong type of contract has been con-

luded. The contract has to be renegotiated to prevent a further

scalation of problems in the future. 

xample 2. Let us assume that the supplier delivers a highly spe-

ialized service. This situation is often characterized as a lock-in

ituation: the outsourcer is locked-in by the supplier due to high

sset specificity. Does this imply that both outsourcers and ser-

ice providers will answer the questions of the success percep-

ion questionnaire positively? Suppliers because they are content

ith their dominant position and outsourcers because they have

o other choice than to continue their collaboration with service

uppliers? We do not think this will be the case. It is important

o both outsourcers and suppliers to obtain a candid opinion on

heir perceptions of the deal. If the outsourcer is not happy, this

s a strong signal for the supplier to change his politics. No mat-

er what the specialized service is, outsourcers can always find an

lternative. Backsourcing may be an option or else swapping sup-

liers in spite of the fact that this may be costly, risky and/or time

onsuming. 

In our experience backsourcing is often the chosen option. For

xample, ING, the large Dutch-based bank, outsourced all IT to

ndia-based IT-service provider NIIT. ING bought many of their

hares, yet decided to backsource their IT when the results turned

ut to be disappointing. 

In their turn suppliers do not have to be satisfied with an ITO-

eal in spite of their dominant position. Or take KPN, for exam-

le, a major Dutch landline and mobile telecommunications com-

any, which, together with Motorola, for two decades now has

elivered the highly specialized service which maintains C20 0 0:

 digital communication system for emergency services used by

he police, fire brigade, ambulance services, the Ministry of De-

ence and others. At the time of writing this article the renewal of

he new C20 0 0-network was delayed so there was need for pro-

onged support. Earlier still, KPN/Motorola had challenged the new
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Fig. 4. Barplot of vendor empathy distance for successful and failed deals. 
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5 Mann-Whitney tests showed p -values between 0.07–0.09. 
6 Mann-Whitney tests show very low two-sided p -values for the first two ques- 

tions and a high one for the third: p = 0 . 0048 , 0 . 0477 , 0 . 2117 , and in the one-sided 
rovider in court, 3 trying to keep their position as a new supplier.

PN/Motorola, however, is neither the new supplier nor the party

or the last year of prolonged support, in spite of the fact that a

ocked-in situation with respect to network, hardware and soft-

are is a certainty. Nevertheless, another consortium consisting of

okia, Koning & Hartman and Kolibri Systems was contracted for

he last year of support. 4 So a way out of the lock-in was found. 

It is very easy to see that suppliers are not (or no longer)

aking the profit they had expected to make. In such cases the

uccess-perception questionnaire will presumably be negative. In

ll cases the contract has to be renegotiated to prevent further es-

alation of dissatisfaction in the future. Renegotiation can also lead

o an ITO-deal with other parties, even if there is a general percep-

ion that there is a lock-in. 

. Rigid factors 

We will now turn our attention to the significant rigid or hardly

hangeable factors (see Table 1 ). For these factors we found two

ositives: namely, long-term (strategic) supplier motives and ven-

or empathy, i.e., a vendor that correctly images the client’s point

f view. Two other factors are negative: non-strategic supplier mo-

ives and, contrary to common belief, hiring outsourcing interme-

iaries. Measuring the use of intermediaries is trivial, but how to

easure vendor empathy or supplier motives is a very different

atter. 

endor empathy. First of all, it is simply a matter of common

ense. If the simplest things are difficult or nonintuitive between

lients and suppliers, then this can be considered as a strong signal
3 https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:GHDHA:2015: 

609 . 
4 https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/kst- 25124- 90.html . 

c

o

a

p

f low empathy capability of the service provider. If possible, ob-

ain an intuition of the vendor’s empathy before closing a deal, e.g.,

y paying a working visit to another company that struck a deal

ith this vendor. We investigated ongoing deals and measured

endor empathy by asking vendors to guess supplier answers on

hree statements: the present agreements meet the expectations

f their client’s management, their middle management and their

nd-users. Answers were pairwise compared and this showed a

on-negligible dependence. 5 If we restrict to failed deals, the de-

endency is roughly gone. For successful deals the first two com-

arisons show very significant dependencies, but the third shows

one. 6 Apparently, suppliers find it inherently difficult to estimate

he client’s end-user expectations. For practical purposes we de-

ned a straightforward vendor empathy distance, which measures

he average absolute deviation from the vendor’s estimates of the

lient’s expectations. 7 It measures how empathic a vendor is by

eans of a simple questionnaire and ditto calculation in our Ex-

el Delen et al. (2017) . In our observational study the mean vendor

mpathy distance is 14.6 for successful deals and 23.1 for failed

nes. As the distributions are overlapping, we chose 17 as limit

alue in our Excel. In Fig. 4 we plot both distributions via a barplot.

uccessful deals are colored green and failures are blue. The red

ine is at vendor empathy distance 17 switching between empathic

r not. The metric is indicatory: there are three blue failed deals

o the left of the red line, and three green cases of success to the

ight. In case of doubt our advice is to have a statistician carry
ase similar results: p = 0 . 0024 , 0 . 0239 , 0 . 1059 . 
7 This simple distance is significant at 0.08 ( Delen et al., 2016 ). We can improve 

n that using the Median Absolute Deviation as implemented in the statistical pack- 

ge R: this distance is significant at 0.05, but it’s nonintuitive and difficult to ex- 

lain, e.g, since a magic constant 1.4826 is involved. 

https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:GHDHA:2015:2609
https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/kst-25124-90.html
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Table 5 

Descriptive statistics of ranks per vendor motive (qu. = quartile, #obs = number of observations). 

Motive Type Min 1st qu. Median 3rd qu. Max #obs 

Access to the market S 1 1 2 2 6 49 

Visibility as supplier S 1 2 2 3 6 48 

Short term turnover NS 1 2 3 5 8 32 

Long term turnover NS 1 1 2 2 6 59 

Attractive profit margin NS 1 2 3 4 7 37 

Knowledge acquisition NS 1 2 3 5 8 35 

Synergy with existing activities S 1 2 3 4 8 44 

Acquisition of specialised staff NS 1 3 4 8 9 20 

Strengthening market position S 1 1 1 1 1 2 

External pressure S 1 1 1 1 1 5 

Reciprocal business opportunity S 1 1 1 2.5 4 3 

Professionalization of services S 1 1 3 5 5 2 

Growth S 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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9 
out multiple measurements and the appropriate statistical tests for

more assurance ( Delen et al., 2016 ). 

Vendor motives. We distinguish between strategic (S) and non-

strategic (NS) vendor motives to close the deal. Strategic motives

are intended to improve or maintain the strategically important

position of the vendor. For instance, by increasing brand aware-

ness or by increasing market share. Another objective may be to

increase visibility of the company as an expert in a particular niche

of the ITO field. In all cases the purpose is to ensure turnover in

the long-term. For this reason we designated motives that imply

long-term turnover, such as reciprocal business relationships, ac-

cess to the market and visibility as supplier, as strategic. Note that

aiming at long-term turnover with a particular client is classified

as non-strategic (NS). As dominant motive it is not necessarily ben-

eficial to the customer. For example, suppliers dominantly moti-

vated by long-term turnover may not have any interest in finaliz-

ing a project. 

It is usually hard to monetize the benefits of a strategic motive.

Mostly the benefits are indirect or inferred and will pay off only

in the long run. In the case of non-strategic motives the objective

is usually short-term profit seeking. The payback period of an in-

vestment should be as short as possible. In contrast to the benefits

of strategic motives, short-term motives can usually be measured

much easier. 

If the vendor is money-driven this should be considered as a

strong signal of non-strategic motivations. We measured the dom-

inant motive by asking the vendor to rank the motives as listed in

Table 5 . Some motives concern (in)direct benefits, and others in-

ferred benefits. 

We developed a dominance metric measuring the main vendor

motive to decide whether the vendor is of strategic intent or not.

We asked between 1–4 persons from the supplier-side to rank the

predefined motives in Table 5 . We counted strategic motives and

non-strategic ones. The first-ranked motives discriminate unless

there is a tie. If that is the case, we take second-ranked motives

to decide, unless there’s another tie, in which case we resort to

third-ranked motives. In our experience, more than 3 ranks are not

necessary (but the Excel can be trivially extended to more ranks).

In the rare case of a tie at rank 3 our advice is to ask a few addi-

tional persons to rank their motives. There is a strong dependence

between the dominant motive and the outcome: strategic vendors

are more often successful. 8 The dominant vendor motive metric is

implemented in the accompanying Excel ( Delen et al., 2017 ). The

possible answers are 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . ranking the predefined motives.
8 Fisher’s exact test shows a very low p -value on the null hypothesis that the 

dominant vendor motive is independent from the deal-outcome, indicating that 

there is a strong dependence ( p = 0 . 008 ). 

a

s

(

c

ot every motive needs to be ranked, and equally important mo-

ives can be equally ranked. 

ntermediaries. Hiring sourcing consultants (intermediaries) turned

ut to be counterproductive: it lowered the chance of success. We

uled out the potential causality of hiring intermediaries on the

rounds of inexperience and failing on the grounds of inexperience

 Delen et al., 2016 ). Our intermediaries were mainly local, so that

ight restrict our results to the Netherlands. But this is unlikely

ince US-based research had similar findings ( Bapna et al., 2010 ): 

Contrary to the received view of the positive role of interme-

diaries, our analysis using 700 large IT outsourcing contracts

from 1989–2009 suggests that the likelihood of IT outsourcing

contract failures is higher in the presence of intermediaries, as

intermediaries make vendor selection overly competitive. Our

conjecture is that in the process of getting the best deal for

clients, increase in competitive intensity causes the winning

vendor to suffer from winner’s curse or that high-quality ven-

dors are dissuaded from participating in the bidding process. 

They spotted two of our results: intermediaries and non-

trategic supplier motives are counterproductive. Evidence for their

onjectured causality is not present in our data: intermediaries

o neither attract vendors with short-term motives nor shun ven-

ors with long-term strategic motives (high-quality vendors). In

ur representative field study the presence or absence of interme-

iaries and vendor motives are not dependent. 9 

So the counterproductivity of intermediaries is not a typical

utch phenomenon. This, too, is an indication that our results are

ore generally applicable than in the Dutch market alone. 

ractical guidelines. Before closing a deal, please take note of the

ignificant rigid factors. It is better to favor suppliers with domi-

ant long-term strategic motives, and to favor empathic suppliers

ver less understanding organisations. There may be good reasons

or bringing in intermediaries, but it is better not to outsource out-

ourcing. Of course, suppliers understand very well that short-term

otives and lack of empathy are not helpful properties, but the

uppliers should appreciate that those properties have a significant

egative impact. 

Although the dominant vendor motive is not easily flipped,

ometimes strategic motives do turn into less strategic ones during

 deal. For instance, suppose a package was offered (e.g., at a fixed
We have 15 cases with intermediaries of which 6 suppliers with short-term 

nd 9 with long-term strategic motives, and 15 cases without intermediaries 

core 7 and 8 respectively. The expected frequencies in case of independence 

 13 · 15 / 30 = 6 . 5 , 17 · 15 / 30 = 8 . 5 ) are almost identical with the observed frequen- 

ies, making dependence unlikely: both Fisher’s exact test and the χ 2 test give 

p = 1 . 
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Fig. 5. Start, end and interview dates per case. 
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rice) which then, on a sliding scale, would change into full-blown

ustom development. The package buyer would turn into a launch-

ng customer. The supplier’s cost-cutting pressure would start to

vershadow their odds-improving strategic motives. In such cases,

n option would be to renegotiate the deal, e.g., by paying more

nd becoming an investor so as to reap additional benefits when

elling the (now jointly developed) product to others. Or by negoti-

ting enhancement and maintenance free-of-charge because more

han the fixed price is paid for the development. Better acquisition

ractice might have prevented this, but that is the lesser of two

vils. 

Measuring vendor empathy with our questionnaire can only be

one once the deal is closed, for only after closing a deal does the

endor get to know the customer and can he start estimating the

lient’s expectations. So, initial intuitions concerning empathy can

e confirmed or nuanced by our questionnaire. In the case of a

egative outcome our advice is to make the topic discussable to

nable improvement, for instance by making sure that the vendor

s made explicitly aware of the client’s expectations. 

. Timing the interviews 

Our interviews were carried out between 2008–2011, whereas

he contract-span was from 1998–2016, and we could not in all

ases carry out the interviews between start-dates and end-dates

f deals. Fig. 5 provides proof of this with an impression of start-

ates, end-dates and interview-dates on a per case basis with data

aken from our observational study. 10 The interview-span did not

imit our research. Three cases ended before all interviews were fi-

alized, and one ended in failure just after the second interview

ound. The others all were in progress until after the interviews.

e know the actual outcome of 25 cases at the time of writing

his article, which in all cases equals to the predicted outcome of
10 Not every interview-date was captured, not all start-dates and end-dates were 

xact days, and eight cases had no end-date at baseline because they were indeter- 

inate contracts. 

c

p

p

he success-perception questionnaire. A few were, of course, post-

oc predicted, and the rest ex-ante: some very early and some

ery late in the project due to the interview time-span. 

We had two rounds of interviews. On median there were about

00 calendar days in between, but with a large spread. Due to

he time-span a few cases had first and second rounds within a

hort timeframe, but the rest had a longer period as can be seen

rom the plot. We detected a significant difference 11 between first

nd second round answers: they went from optimistic to realistic.

igs. 6 and 7 show that both outsourcers and suppliers become less

ositive in their answers. Apart from the numbers, the qualitative

nswers that interviewers collected during these rounds indicated

his as well (answers translated from Dutch): 

• The municipality continues to struggle with governance and de-

mand management, as profit margins are under pressure. 
• The customer becomes more and more demanding. 
• There are problems with the transition. 
• The deal was still young, but I foresaw large problems which

emerged indeed. 
• Both the relation with the customer and the odds to prolong

the contract have worsened. 

That is why we used the answers from the second interview

ound for building the models in the questionnaires, and that is

lso why we advise you to reiterate the measurements made with

ur questionnaires in order to determine changes in perception

hen the parties involved have experienced a somewhat longer

ollaboration. 

ractical guidelines. Our advice is to plan a first round of inter-

iews not too long after the honeymoon period of the project

hen most is in place and the work has really started. A second
11 Two one-sided Mann Whitney tests give p -values of approximately zero indi- 

ating that the null hypotheses that both suppliers and clients do answer more 

ositively in the second round than the first do not hold. So they both are more 

ositive in the first round than in the second ( p = 9 . 5 · 10 −10 , 7 . 7 · 10 −5 ). 
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Fig. 6. Comparison between outsourcer answers in first and second interview rounds. 

Fig. 7. Comparison between supplier answers in first and second interview rounds. 
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round could be carried out half a year or a year later, depending

on the length of the deal. 

7. Conclusions 

In an earlier observational study, after a long-term scrutiny of

a representative sample of Dutch IT-outsourcing deals, we found
vidence of significant factors that determine success as well as

actors that were deemed significant but actually were not. In this

rticle we laid the foundations for various tools to measure and

nfluence the outcome of ITO deals. 

Taking the results of the observational study as our starting

oint, we developed an early-warning system in the form of a

uccess-perception questionnaire as described in this article. Based
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n intuitive statements it provides an insight into the perception

f both clients and suppliers and has predictive power as regards

he actual outcome. Remarkably, we found that in cases of failure

lients generally foresee a much darker future than suppliers. In

ases of failure their success-perception score is generally much

ower. An other remarkable fact we found is that both outsourcers

nd suppliers become more realistic when time progresses. We de-

ected a significant difference between answers in first and second

ound interviews: answers were less positive in the second round. 

In addition, we developed a success-chance questionnaire that

stimates the odds for a deal and provides indications what to em-

hasize when improving success determinants. Yet another ques-

ionnaire provides an additional qualitative insight into weakly sig-

ificant factors that can be improved upon particularly in the case

f low scores on strong determinants. Our advice is to first improve

n strong determinants and measure the effects gained on these

actors. We also provided practical guidelines regarding when and

ow to use and interpret the outcomes of the questionnaires. 

We also found hardly influenceable (rigid) factors that can

ake or break a deal. Hiring intermediaries and non-strategic mo-

ives of suppliers turned out to be counterproductive rigid factors.

igh vendor empathy and long-term strategic supplier motives are

igid factors that aid in successful deals. Before closing a deal it

s worthwhile to complete our dominant-vendor-motive question-

aire, and to form a first opinion on vendor empathy (e.g., by pay-

ng a working visit to a peer already using the vendor’s services).

hen the deal is already in progress, vendor empathy can be mea-

ured with the questionnaire we designed for that purpose. 

All tools are implemented in a ready-to-use Excel spreadsheet

iding the mathematics ( Delen et al. 2017 ). To avoid experiment-

ng for favorable outcomes and too much variation in interpreta-

ion we advise the use of (neutral) interviewers to complete the

orms. The Excel supports ten form tabs: so up to ten persons from

he client-side as well as ten persons from the supplier-side can be

nterviewed for each questionnaire, which is more than adequate.

ach tab contains all five questionnaires. A summary tab shows the

ggregated results of all completed individual forms. We expect the

xcel questionnaires to be useful and we hope that our research

ill help to increase the present state of IT-outsourcing success in

eneral, and in the Netherlands in particular, which has a substan-

ial failure rate of 40%. 
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